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Design, Activity, and Structure
of a Highly Specific Artificial Endonuclease

Schmidt-Dannert, 2001) offer great promise for protein
engineering and molecular interface design. Computa-
tional protein design successes have included the rede-
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sign of protein cores, the introduction of metal binding1Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and
sites into proteins, and increases in protein stabilityGraduate Program in Molecular and Cell Biology
(Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997; Pokala and Handel, 2001).University of Washington
Particularly notable have been the complete redesign1100 Fairview Avenue N. A3-023
of a ��� protein motif (Dahiyat and Mayo, 1997), designSeattle, Washington 98109
of novel helical bundle topologies (Harbury et al., 1998),2 Howard Hughes Medical Institute and
and rational construction of a protein with enzyme-likeDepartment of Biochemistry
properties (Bolon and Mayo, 2001). There has also beenUniversity of Washington
substantial progress in the selection of enzyme variantsBox 357350
that display altered substrate specificities or physical3 Department of Pathology and
properties (Farinas et al., 2001; Schmidt-Dannert, 2001).Department of Genome Sciences

DNA binding proteins are attractive targets for proteinUniversity of Washington
redesign. Nature is particularly adept at creating novelBox 357705
DNA binding proteins by tethering independently foldedSeattle, Washington 98195
protein domains; successful attempts to mimic this
strategy have been reported. For example, nonspecific
nuclease domains have been tethered to sequence-spe-Summary
cific DNA binding modules such as zinc-fingers (Smith
et al., 1999, 2000) and used in vivo to stimulate homolo-We have generated an artificial highly specific endonu-
gous recombination (Bibikova et al., 2001). Such con-clease by fusing domains of homing endonucleases
structs are potentially useful for the creation of gene-I-DmoI and I-CreI and creating a new 1400 Å2 protein
specific reagents (a single protein that recognizes ainterface between these domains. Protein engineering
unique site in a genome) but generally lack the abilitywas accomplished by combining computational rede-
to specifically act at a single unique phosphodiestersign and an in vivo protein-folding screen. The re-
bond or base pair within the DNA target site (Smith etsulting enzyme, E-DreI (Engineered I-DmoI/I-CreI),
al., 1999).binds a long chimeric DNA target site with nanomolar

Catalytic specificity might be improved in engineeredaffinity, cleaving it precisely at a rate equivalent to
DNA binding proteins by embedding DNA binding andits natural parents. The structure of an E-DreI/DNA
catalytic activities within a single structural unit, suchcomplex demonstrates the accuracy of the protein
as a type II restriction endonuclease. However, effortsinterface redesign algorithm and reveals how catalytic
to increase the length of sequence readout or alter thefunction is maintained during the creation of the new
specificity of these enzymes have resulted in the lossendonuclease. These results indicate that it may be
of catalytic activity or overall diminution of specificitypossible to generate novel highly specific DNA binding
(Lanio et al., 2000) due to the tight interdependence ofproteins from homing endonucleases.
enzyme structure, substrate recognition, and catalysis.

Homing endonucleases may be intrinsically moreIntroduction
amenable to redesign than type II restriction endonucle-
ases. These enzymes have been found in Eubacteria,

Evolution is a tinkerer, continually adapting and reusing
Archea, and single-cell eukaryotes, where they are en-

proteins to accomplish new tasks (Jacob, 1977). The coded by and promote the lateral transfer of mobile
recycling of protein domains has been revealed by ge- introns (Belfort and Perlman, 1995; Belfort et al., 1995;
netic, developmental, and, most recently, whole genome Belfort and Roberts, 1997; Chevalier and Stoddard,
sequence analyses (Carroll et al., 2001). Evolution gener- 2001). Homing endonucleases bind long (15–40 bp) DNA
ates new functional proteins through the recombination target sites, ensuring extremely high specificity while
and fusion of existing proteins. This has been accom- tolerating small numbers of single base pair polymor-
plished both through the linkage of independently folded phisms in those sites (Chevalier and Stoddard, 2001).
protein domains with flexible peptide linkers and This combination makes these proteins highly se-
through the more intimate fusion of protein domains quence-specific (recognizing as few as 1 in 109 random
via highly specific protein interfaces. Reproducing the sequences) and excellent candidates from which to en-
process of domain linkage is relatively straightforward gineer new, sequence-specific DNA binding proteins.
in the laboratory. In contrast, the design of novel protein Four homing endonuclease families have been de-
interfaces is extremely difficult. fined on the basis of conserved protein motifs (Chevalier

Recent developments in computational protein de- and Stoddard, 2001). Members of the LAGLIDADG en-
sign algorithms (Pokala and Handel, 2001) and in di- zyme family appear particularly amenable to reengineer-
rected protein evolution strategies (Farinas et al., 2001; ing. This endonuclease family consists of several hun-

dred members that bind and cleave diverse DNA homing
sites (Dalgaard et al., 1997). LAGLIDADG endonucleases4 Correspondence: bstoddar@fred.fhcrc.org
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Figure 1. Overall Design Strategy for E-DreI

The N-terminal domain of I-DmoI (RCSB1B24) was swapped for a subunit in I-CreI (1G9Z). Alanine substitutions were made that eliminated
obvious steric clashes across the domain interface; these were insoluble. The interface was optimized through computational design, followed
by an in vivo protein-folding assay in which resulting constructs were linked to the lacZ� peptide. Constructs expressing soluble E-DreI/lacZ�
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Table 1. Predicted Contributions to the Interface Free Energy of Each Stage of Design

Predicted Contributions to the Interface Free Energy (kcal/mol) Accessible Surface
Area Buried in the

LJattr LJrep Solv H Bond �Gtot Interface (Å2)

I-CreI X-ray structure �34.4 3.3 14.9 �6.4 �22.6 1867
I-DmoI X-ray structure �22.6 2.4 3.8 �1.7 �18.1 1431
Initial model of E-DreI chimera �21.6 36.2 7.2 �4.4 17.4 1294

(with all wild-type side chains)
Model of chimera with truncated side �14.0 4.6 3.9 �4.7 �10.2 1013

chains at interface
E-DreI (computational redesign) �26.1 3.5 5.5 �8.2 �25.3 1441
E-DreI X-ray structure �25.5 2.1 6.7 �3.1 �19.8 1461

Energies are computed as described in Kortemme and Baker (2002). LJattr, attractive component of the Lennard-Jones potential; LJrep, repulsive
component of the Lennard-Jones potential; Sovl, solvation energy; H Bond, hydrogen bonding energy; �Gtot, total interface free energy.
Accessible surface area buried in the interface is computed with a probe radius of 1.4 Å using WHATIF (Vriend, 1990).

are relatively small protein homodimers or monomers Results and Discussion
composed of separate domains (Chevalier and Stod-

The Creation of E-DreIdard, 2001; Dalgaard et al., 1997) in which LAGLIDADG
The experimental strategy is outlined in Figure 1. Struc-motifs form structurally conserved, tightly associated
tural modeling indicated that it should be possible to�-helical pairs at the center of hydrophobic domain in-
create a novel chimaeric endonuclease by fusing theterface (Duan et al., 1997; Heath et al., 1997; Ichiyanagi
N-terminal domain of I-DmoI to an I-CreI monomer, re-et al., 2000; Jurica et al., 1998). Binding of DNA target
packing the new protein interface to facilitate efficientsites is dictated by independent sets of interactions
folding and intimate domain association, and then in-made between individual domains or subunits to individ-
serting a short peptide linker to create an enzyme mono-ual DNA half-sites (Jurica et al., 1998). The active sites
mer. Analysis of the initial protein model identified 14are directly juxtaposed at the enzyme domain interface
domain interface residues exhibiting poor interatomicand share a catalytic divalent cation so that they must
contacts. An automated computational design protocolmaintain their physical association in order to cleave
was used to search through possible new interface se-DNA substrates (Chevalier et al., 2001).
quence combinations for these residues. The best pre-A variety of approaches has been used either to iden-
dicted E-DreI interface variants as determined by com-tify DNA target site variants that are still recognized by
putational redesign (16 total constructs, each containingwild-type homing endonucleases (Argast et al., 1998;
between 8 and 12 altered residues in the interface) wereBryk et al., 1995; Gruen et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2000;
generated and screened in vivo to insure proper foldingSilva et al., 1999) or endonuclease variants that can
and solubility. Biochemical characterization of severalcleave mutant DNA homing sites that are not recognized
soluble E-DreI variant proteins revealed that each wasby wild-type enzyme (Seligman et al., 2002). Such strate-
able to bind and cleave a specific, 23 bp chimeric DNA

gies allow a homing endonuclease to be altered to rec-
target site with high specificity and wild-type kinetic

ognize minor variants of its natural DNA target site. A activity. We determined the cocrystal structure of one
more radical strategy for the reengineering of homing of these active variants bound to target site DNA in
endonucleases, allowing investigators to make larger order to determine the accuracy of prediction of the
changes in site specificity, is suggested by phylogenetic computational redesign method and to characterize the
analyses: the LAGLIDADG family has undergone expan- artificial endonuclease.
sion and diversification by the repeated fusion of unre- The availability of X-ray crystal structures of I-DmoI
lated enzyme domains (Chevalier and Stoddard, 2001). (Silva et al., 1999) and of I-CreI (Chevalier et al., 2001;
We reasoned that it might be possible to mimic this Jurica et al., 1998) allowed us to generate a detailed
evolutionary history by fusing the DNA binding domains starting model of E-DreI. The N-terminal large domain
of two highly divergent LAGLIDADG homing endonucle- of I-DmoI was substituted for a single subunit of the
ases to generate a catalytically active chimeric endonu- I-CreI homodimer to create the initial scaffold for an
clease. The correspondence between the designed and enzyme chimera. Superposition of the backbone atoms
experimentally determined structural features of the new in the two conserved LAGLIDADG helices at the Dmo/
endonuclease, called E-DreI, demonstrate the feasibility Cre interface was used to orient and align the docked
of this approach for the generation of new, highly se- I-DmoI domain. Further analysis of this modeled protein

revealed a large though unoptimized protein interface ofquence-specific DNA binding proteins.

complemented the E. coli lacZ� fragment to form blue colonies; constructs expressing insoluble E-DreI/lacZ� yielded white colonies. Three
examples of this assay are shown: fully soluble I-CreI, an insoluble E-DreI construct with clashing interface residues truncated, and a final
E-DreI construct containing a redesigned interface. Biochemical characterization was performed (Figure 2), and E-DreI was shown to be an
enzymatically active, highly specific endonuclease. The structure of E-DreI complexed to its DNA target site was solved to 2.4 Å resolution.
This and all structural figures were created and rendered using PYMOL (www.pymol.org).
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approximately 1300 Å2 with numerous steric side chain 1152 combinations was exhaustively enumerated using
clashes and a very unfavorable overall repulsive inter- optimized rotamer conformations for each sequence.
face free energy (Table 1). One residue (L108) was lo- Consistently top scoring interface free energies were
cated within a central LAGLIDADG helix in the domain found for sixteen different sequences with the following
interface, while the remaining five residues (L47, H51, substitutions as compared with wild-type: A12A or Y;
L55, K193, and L194) were located within the interface Y13Y; L17L; I19W; L47L or W; H51H or F; I52I; L55R;
near the helices. The residues at these six positions E105R; A108A; Y109Y; F113I; K193N or Y; L194F.
were substituted with alanine residues (or, in one case, In addition to the redesign of the enzyme interface, a
an aspartate residue) to minimize steric clashes in an short peptide linker was inserted between the I-DmoI
attempt to promote the formation of a more stable do- and I-CreI domains to generate a monomeric protein.
main interface. However, this alanine-substituted or side The linker chosen for this purpose, -NGN-, resembled
chain-truncated E-DreI variant was insoluble (data not the -NMR- linker found in native I-DmoI but contained
shown). The most likely explanation for this was failure glycine and asparagine residues in order to exploit the
to form a stable domain interface due to the presence of high �-turn propensity of NG- and GN-containing pep-
structural cavities; we therefore performed a complete tides (Hutchinson and Thornton, 1994). The 16 enzyme
automated redesign of the domain interface. variants described above were generated by site-

The computational interface redesign focused on the directed mutagenesis and screened for in vivo folding
six residues exhibiting steric clashes in the original and solubility. The solubility screen utilizes a blue/white
model and was extended to include eight additional colony color difference that reflects protein solubility-
residues predicted to contribute substantially to the in- dependent LacZ� complementation in E. coli (Wigley et
terface free energy (A12, Y13, L17, I19, I52, E105, Y109, al., 2001). In order to perform this screen, we fused a
and F113). At each of these fourteen sites, a library of lacZ� peptide to E-DreI variants and then expressed
possible side chain conformations spanning 19 potential each in E. coli cells expressing a lacZ� protein partner.
amino acids (all but cysteine) in different backbone- In this screen insoluble E-DreI/lacZ� constructs form
dependent rotameric states (about 500 rotamers per inclusion bodies, fail to complement lacZ�, and give
sequence position) was created. The interaction of all rise to white colonies. Conversely, soluble E-DreI/lacZ�
rotamers with the surrounding, fixed portion of the mole- constructs complement lac� to give rise to blue colonies
cule (including the polypeptide backbone and all side on X-gal indicator plates (Figure 1).
chains not subjected to sequence design), and all pair- The alanine-truncated version of E-DreI gave rise ex-
wise rotamer-rotamer energies were computed using clusively to white colonies in this protein-folding and
a free energy function which includes van der Waals solubility screen. In contrast, strongly lacZ-positive blue
interactions, solvation effects, explicit hydrogen-bond- colonies indistinguishable from those generated by an
ing interactions, and statistical terms representing the I-CreI/lacZ� positive control were generated when we
backbone-dependent internal free energies of amino expressed different E-DreI/lacZ� variants whose inter-
acid rotamers (Kortemme and Baker, 2002; Kuhlman face had been computationally redesigned. The inter-
and Baker, 2000). face residue substitutions indicated by computational

A Monte Carlo-simulated annealing procedure, in redesign were incorporated over several rounds of site-
which a move consists of the random replacement of a directed mutagenesis. We observed an increase in the
single rotamer with an alternative rotamer from the li- fraction and intensity of blue colonies with the incorpora-
brary, was then used to search through the 8 � 1017

tion of each successive substitution (data not shown).
sequence combinations (with 6 � 1037 total rotamer The most soluble E-DreI constructs displayed predicted
combinations) to identify particularly low free energy interface free energies similar to parent structures I-CreI
amino acid sequences. Since the Monte Carlo protocol and I-DmoI, in contrast to the initial and alanine-trun-
does not guarantee finding a global free energy mini-

cated forms of E-DreI that had poor predicted interface
mum, we performed 1000 separate sequence design

free energies and were largely insoluble (Table 1). These
runs using two polypeptide backbone models with

results indicate that the computational interface rede-slightly different relative orientations of the LAGLIDADG
sign protocol generated several protein variants that arehelices in the domain interface. This procedure yielded
able to fold.a family of sequences with different amino acid choices

at each of the 14 design positions. Native residues were
E-DreI is a Novel Endonucleaseconsistently best at 3 of 14 positions, and a single new
with Altered Specificityresidue was consistently best at a fourth position. Two
In order to determine the binding and catalytic activitiesto five different residues were identified at the remaining
of E-DreI on different DNA target sites, we overex-ten positions, to yield a total of 51,840 possible combina-
pressed and purified three of the most highly solubletions. This set of solutions was reduced by eliminating
E-DreI variants as identified by the in vivo protein solubil-sequence changes likely to affect active site residues
ity assay described above. All three proteins were solu-and by reducing redundancy (for example, if F and Y
ble and purified by heparin affinity and size exclusionwere computationally selected at a position, we contin-
chromatography. All three proteins were stable at 4�Cued with only one residue based on whether a neigh-
at a concentration of �5 mg/ml in buffer containing 5%boring atom could form an H bond). These steps re-
glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, and 50 mM Tris (pHduced the solutions from 35 possible amino acid
8.0). Since E-DreI is a two-domain chimeric monomersubstitutions over 10 positions to 25 substitutions over
composed of I-DmoI and I-CreI domains, the most likely9 positions, or 1152 position/residue combinations. In

a final computational step, the interface free energy of all E-DreI target site would be a chimera of the I-DmoI and
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Figure 2. Biochemical Characterization of E-DreI

(A) The dmo and cre sites (targets of I-DmoI and I-CreI, respectively) differ considerably; dmo is asymmetric, while cre is nearly palindromic.
All four potential chimeric sites were used for initial cleavage assays.
(B) E-DreI, I-CreI, and I-DmoI activity against different target site DNAs. E-DreI cleaves dre3 and dre4 substrates (which both contain the
same dmo half-site) but does not cleave dre1, dre2, cre, or dmo target sites. I-CreI and I-DmoI cleave their respective target sites but do not
cleave any of the dre sites (dre1 and dre2 not shown).
(C) Mapping of E-DreI scissile phosphate positions in the dre3 target site. E-DreI cleaves target site strands to generate four base, 3� cohesive
ends that are characteristic of all known LAGLIDADG enzymes (identical results for dre4 are not shown).

I-CreI target sites (Figure 2A). The two native homing terization. This construct contains eight computationally
designed point mutations at the domain interface (I19W,sites (termed dmo and cre, respectively) can be consid-

ered as four distinct half-sites, with the center of each H51F, L55R, E105R, L108A, F113I, K193N, and L194F).
Dre16 cleaves its target site precisely at one phospho-target site defined by the middle of the four base over-

hang generated by cleavage. The native dmo site is diester bond on each DNA strand, separated by four
base pairs in the target site DNA to generate four base,asymmetric, and the two half-sites are referred to here

as D1 and D2. The cre site is pseudo-palindromic, and 3�-extended cohesive ends (Figure 2C). This end geome-
try is identical to all other characterized LAGLIDADGwe refer to the two half-sites as C1 and C1�. Four chime-

ric sites can be generated from these four half-sites homing endonucleases. Dre16 displays a dissociation
constant (KD) of 100 	 5 nM as determined by gel shift(Figure 2A); we term these sites dre1 (D1:C1), dre2

(D1:C1�), dre3 (D2:C1), and dre4 (D2:C1�). assays (data not shown), two orders magnitude lower
than the 1 nM dissociation constant of native I-CreIEach of the three E-DreI variants cleaved target sites

dre3 and dre4 but was unable to cleave the dre1 or dre2 (Wang et al., 1997). The estimated single turnover cata-
lytic rate (kcat*) (Halford et al., 1980) of E-DreI is nearlytarget sites or the native dmo or cre target sites (Figure

2B). Conversely, purified I-DmoI or I-CreI did not cleave identical to native I-CreI: kcat* 
 0.04 min�1 for E-DreI
versus 0.03 min�1 for I-CreI (R.J.M., additional data notany of the four dre target sites. The dre3 and dre4 sites

each contain the same dmo half-site and one of the shown; M. Turmel and C. Lemieux, personal communi-
cation).two cre half-sites: thus the N-terminal domain of I-DmoI

recognizes only the D2 dmo half site (which we did not
know upon beginning this project) while the C-terminal E-DreI Structural Analysis

The structure of E-DreI was determined by X-ray crystal-domain from I-CreI recognizes either cre half-site, as
expected for a domain from an endonuclease homodi- lography using data collected at the Advanced Light

Source Synchrotron beamline 5.0.2 to 2.4 Å resolutionmer (Figure 2). The behavior of E-DreI indicates that it
is a novel, highly sequence-specific endonuclease that (Rwork/Rfree 
 0.231/0.256; Figure 1). Within each asym-

metric unit of the P31 unit cell, four copies of the E-DreI/displays altered DNA target site specificity.
We chose a single variant for more thorough charac- DNA complex are visible: two are well ordered and have
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Figure 3. The E-DreI Domain Interface

The blue backbone denotes N-terminal domain from I-DmoI; the gray backbone denotes C-terminal domain from I-CreI.
(A) Location of the interface in the overall structure (gray oval).
(B) Detailed view of the interface highlighting the packing of interacting side chains. Fourteen residues were computationally randomized; of
these, eight residues were finally changed (orange: I19W, H51F, L55R, E105R, L108A [not labeled], F113I [labeled in the side view figure],
K193N, and L194F). The remaining six residues (green) are found in the native sequence (A12 [not labeled], Y13, L17, L47, I52, and Y109).
Other residues that interact with the computationally screened residues are shown in their backbone color (top view: D115, Q144, R148, and
F151; side view: Q144, R148, and F151).

an average B of 35 Å2, while the remaining two com- noticeable at the C-terminal end of �3 and N-terminal
end of �4 (connected by the linker between the twoplexes were poorly ordered and have been modeled

as polyalanine/DNA (average B �115 Å2). In the well- domains), where the ends of each of these helices are
closer to one another (�0.4 Å) compared to the model.ordered complexes, density is present for all residues

except 1–4 and 253–260 (which are similarly disordered Prediction of the exact position of the top of �4 was
complicated by slight divergence in the backbone posi-in the I-DmoI and I-CreI structures, respectively [Cheva-

lier et al., 2001; Jurica et al., 1998; Silva et al., 1999]). tions of the tops of the LAGLIDADG helices of I-DmoI
and I-CreI (about 1.4 Å). In E-DreI, helix �4 assumes anThe general topology of the E-DreI structure and its

domain interface was similar to those found in the pre- intermediate position compared to the same helix in
native I-DmoI and I-CreI; the slight movement of �3viously determined structures of the parental endonu-

cleases. The conserved core LAGLIDADG helices pack aids to accommodate this fit. The linker sequence of
-102NGN104- is packed against the top of the protein, andtightly against one another, and the redesigned residues

cluster to either side of these helices to form a well- side chains are easily seen.
The computationally redesigned model accuratelypacked domain interface (Figure 3). The buried surface

area of the interface in the E-DreI structure (1460 Å2 ) is predicted the actual E-DreI interface structure (Figures
4B–4E). Overall, the side chains in the designed andcomparable to that in I-DmoI (1430 Å2 ) and I-CreI

(1870 Å2 ) and is in the size range of typical protein- experimental interfaces superimpose well including
both conserved and substantially altered residues. Allprotein interfaces (Conte et al., 1999).

The crystal structure of E-DreI correlated well with the residues substituted in the design procedure were pre-
dicted computationally to contribute significantly to theinitial structural model (Figure 4A); the C� rmsd between

predicted and actual structures is 0.8 Å. The greatest interface free energy of the E-DreI crystal structure; a
subsequent computational packing analysis on the ac-divergence is in the DNA binding loops between �1/�2

and �3/�4 in the domain originating from I-DmoI. How- tual structure of E-DreI confirmed this prediction quanti-
tatively for most of these sites (data not shown). Theseever, the model of these loops was derived from the

I-DmoI structure lacking a DNA substrate, and upon analyses indicate that residues Y13, W19, and F194 are
vital energetic hot spots for interface stabilization. Y13DNA binding there are conformational changes at this

part of the DNA interface. Slight differences are also forms hydrogen bonds across the interface to both D110
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Figure 4. Comparison of E-DreI X-Ray Struc-
ture and Computational Model

Domains from I-DmoI and I-CreI in the X-ray
structure are blue and gray, respectively; the
designed model is red.
(A) Overall superposition of the backbone
template used for computational design and
the E-DreI crystal structure.
(B) Top view of the domain interface showing
superposition of the structure and computa-
tional model, and detailed side chain packing
interactions including three interface resi-
dues identified as hot spots in the computa-
tional analysis: Y13, W19, and F194.
(C) Y13 forms two hydrogen bonds across
the interface to D115 and N193.
(D) W19 stacks across the interface against
F151 and forms an unanticipated hydrogen
bond to Q144 and a loose cation-� interaction
with R148.
(E) F194 is buried across the interface in a
hydrophobic pocket lined by residues L14,
L47, F52, and I52.

and N193 (Figure 4C). W19 interacts with three residues from the protein backbone and stacking between a thy-
mine methyl group and a tyrosine ring. As has beenacross the domain interface; its main interaction, as

designed, is stacking with F151. In addition, it forms an observed in all other homing endonuclease structures,
the number of H bonds in the DNA-protein interface ofH bond with Q144 and a loose cation-� interaction with

R148 (Figure 4D). These last two interactions were not E-DreI is undersaturated; of 92 potential H bonds that
could be made in the major grove of the 23 base pairpredicted since Q144 and R148 are residues adjacent

to an active site and, as such, were excluded from re- interface, only 32 direct and 16 water-mediated contacts
were observed (Figure 5). These two DNA-protein inter-packing calculations (see below). Finally, F194 reaches

across the interface into a hydrophobic pocket created faces illustrate the diversity of DNA-protein contacts
employed by LAGLIDADG endonucleases.by L17, L47, F51, and I52 (Figure 4E).

A fundamental assumption of our engineering strategy It was not as clear at the outset of the project that
successful redesign of the E-DreI protein interface(Figure 1) was that the two independent DNA binding

domains in E-DreI would continue to recognize and bind would generate an active enzymatic catalyst because
the predicted active sites of E-DreI are located directlytheir respective native DNA half-sites. The validity of

this assumption was borne out by the crystal structure: at the bottom of the redesigned protein interface (Che-
valier et al., 2001; Jurica et al., 1998) and might be struc-all substrate contacts made by E-DreI originate from �

sheets in the major groove and contacts made across turally perturbed during the engineering process. In ad-
dition, in both I-CreI and I-DmoI at least one residue inthe cre half-site contained in E-DreI closely resembled

those previously documented in I-CreI/DNA cocrystal each active site is domain swapped and is not recapitu-
lated in the E-DreI enzyme. For example, R51 in thestructures (Chevalier et al., 2001; Jurica et al., 1998)

(Figure 5). Residues making contacts in the cre half-site I-CreI enzyme, which is located proximal to a catalytic
metal and the nucleophilic solvent molecule, is absentof E-DreI include two arginines, three glutamines, an

asparagine, and a tyrosine. The dmo half-site interface, from one active site of E-DreI. However, all of the soluble
E-DreI variants retained catalytic activities comparablewhich had not been previously visualized, includes di-

rect contacts to DNA bases by four arginines, two acidic to the parent endonucleases. Activity appears to be
retained because the E-DreI active sites still contain theresidues (asp and glu), a tyrosine, and a threonine. The

I-DmoI domain also makes two base-specific contacts conserved LAGLIDADG active site architecture (Figure
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Figure 5. Base-Specific Contacts Made by
E-DreI to Target Site DNA

Contacts to the dmo half-site are shown in
the top, and contacts to the cre half-site are
shown in the bottom. Both strands of each
half-site are shown. Direct hydrogen bonds
are indicated in red, and water-mediated hy-
drogen bonds are blue where arrowheads in-
dicate inferred hydrogen bond acceptors.
The crosshatch line indicates stacking be-
tween a tyrosine ring and methyl group on
thymine. The DNA interface of the domain
from I-CreI is identical to that made by native
I-CreI; the dmo half-site complex has not
been previously visualized.

6), which consists of a strictly conserved acidic residue domain fusion and interface optimization to generate
new homing endonucleases with different target speci-at the base of each LAGLIDADG helix, three catalytic

metals bound between the two active sites by these ficities. We reasoned that if this process could be repli-
cated experimentally, then it might be possible to gener-acidic residues, and extended pockets in each endonu-

clease domain that accommodate and order solvent ate many new, highly sequence-specific DNA binding
proteins from existing homing endonuclease proteins.molecules around each scissile phosphate. The ordering

of water molecules appears to be important for catalysis In contrast to the frequently observed immutability of
restriction endonucleases when subjected to selectionin I-CreI; protein side chains make no direct contact

with catalytic nucleophiles, the scissile phosphates, or or structure-based redesign for altered specificity, hom-
ing endonucleases (and in particular the LAGLIDADGthe leaving groups during catalysis (Chevalier et al.,

2001). enzyme family) appear to be remarkably tolerant to simi-
lar efforts. Such studies include both selection of alteredThe two active sites of E-DreI contain three Mg2� ions

with the central metal being shared by both active sites. DNA binding residues for novel sequence specificity
(Seligman et al., 2002; R.J.M., unpublished data) andThese metal ions are coordinated by D21 and D117,

each of which is located at the base of a LAGLIDADG recombination and fusion of unrelated enzyme domains
(this work). While the basis for this redesign toleranceinterface helix, similar to what had been previously ob-

served for I-CreI bound to target site DNA (Chevalier is not absolutely clear, it is probably a function of both
the natural biological function of homing endonucleaseset al., 2001). During the redesign process we avoided

perturbing catalytically important residues such as the as catalysts of lateral DNA transfer events (rather than
the highly regulated defense of a bacterial genome inactive site, metal-coordinating aspartates, and residues

at the periphery of the active sites (e.g., Q42, Q144, concert with a protective methylase partner) and of the
biophysical characteristics of the homing endonucle-R148, and K195). However, the cocrystal structure of

E-DreI bound to target DNA revealed that W19, which ase-DNA recognition interface. DNA recognition by
homing endonucleases consistently utilizes a mecha-was designed to stack against F151 in the protein inter-

face, made two important interactions with active site nism whereby a large number of protein side chains
make subsaturating hydrogen bond contacts across aresidues. These unanticipated contacts included an H

bond across the protein interface with Q144 and a loose long target site, with the majority of contacts located a
significant distance from the scissile phosphate groups.cation-� interaction with R148 (Figure 4D). While these

interactions were not anticipated, they did not impede Therefore, the relative energetic cost of a single struc-
tural mismatch in the DNA interface may be lower thanmetal binding or catalysis.
for many nucleic acid binding proteins, and the structure
and alignment of the active site catalytic groups may beConclusions

We have used a combination of domain fusion and com- less intimately coupled to the position and interactions
formed by many of the DNA binding residues within thatputational protein interface redesign strategies to gener-

ate a new, highly sequence-specific endonuclease, interface.
It should be possible to further diversify the site speci-E-DreI, from portions of two existing homing endonucle-

ases. Our interest in this approach was stimulated by ficity of newly generated, highly sequence-specific chi-
meric DNA binding proteins such as E-DreI by directedthe observation that nature has repeatedly used protein
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(2) of permitting the straightforward design of constructs
that can recognize many long sites (because zinc finger
domains have been identified that recognize many of
the 64 possible nucleotide codons). However, it is not
clear at this time whether such constructs will prove to
be consistently more generalizable and specific to any
given DNA sequence than engineered homing endonu-
cleases. This is because the use of flexible linkers in
such constructs causes nonspecific catalytic activity,
because zinc fingers display promiscuity (wobble) in
base recognition that might lower their overall specificity
and because zinc finger constructs have only been de-
scribed that are specific for approximately half of the 64
possible codons of the genetic code (Beerli and Barbas,
2002). Thus, it seems reasonable that both types of DNA
binding motifs should be further developed with the
intent of creating gene-specific reagents for a variety of
purposes.

Finally, it should be possible to broaden the range of
biochemical functions possessed by new, highly site-
specific DNA binding proteins using homing endonucle-
ases as prototypes. For example, I-CreI, one of E-DreI
fusion partners, and I-PpoI, a member of the His-Cys
box homing endonuclease family, can be converted with
single amino acid substitutions into catalytically inactive
DNA binding proteins and/or site-specific repressors
(Galburt et al., 1999; Seligman et al., 1997). The covalent
attachment of small molecular reagents to engineered
surface cysteine residues and the genetic tethering of
independent protein domains to the enzyme termini
could further increase the biological repertoire of such
designed molecules. Such highly sequence-specific re-

Figure 6. Stereo Views of the E-DreI and I-CreI Active Sites
agents should have broad utility in research, diagnosis,

The substrate DNA in the E-DreI is trapped as an uncleaved sub-
and perhaps therapy, where the ability to target specificstrate complex by a combination of low temperature and low pH
biochemical activities to individual genes would be ad-during crystal growth. The three catalytic metals are purple, the
vantageous.DNA backbone is gray, the scissile phosphates are yellow, waters

are blue, and putative nucleophilic waters are red. Each structure
contains two active sites that share a central metal; each active site Experimental Procedures
is chimeric and composed of residues from both protein domains.

Initial Construction of E-DreI
E-DreI was initially modeled by superimposing the LAGLIDADG helix

protein evolution and further computational redesign (residues 9–21) from the N-terminal domain of I-DmoI (RCSB1B24)
strategies. A critical question for future studies is the onto the same helix (residues 8–20) of the first subunit of the I-CreI

structure (1G9Z). Based on this model, we created a 260 amino acidextent to which computational interface redesign, using
E-DreI coding sequence consisting of 101 codons (Metstart to Phe101)strategies similar to those discussed in this article, can
from the N-terminal domain of I-DmoI fused to the last 156 codonsbe used to successfully redesign protein-DNA interfaces
of I-CreI (Glu9 to Pro163), separated by a three amino acid linker thatfor this enzyme family. Such methods have generally
mimicked the native I-DmoI linker in length (consisting of residues

been unsuccessful for other DNA binding protein sys- -NGN- to encourage �-turn formation [Hutchinson and Thornton,
tems. It is worth noting, however, that there appears 1994]) within the parental pI-CreI vector (Thompson et al., 1992).

The graphical model revealed potential side chain clashes acrossto be lower structural and functional interdependence
the new domain interface involving residues L47, H51, L55, L108,between DNA binding residues in homing endonucle-
K193, and L194. Eight initial constructs, in which these side chainsases than for many analogous systems. Additionally,
were serially mutated to alanine, were created and overexpressedeven a partially successful computational redesign ef-
in BL21[DE3] E. coli cells. These constructs were insoluble (data

fort targeting the protein-DNA interface may greatly fa- not shown).
cilitate associated attempts at directed evolution of new
DNA sequence specificities. Computational Interface Redesign

An interesting question to consider with respect to The graphical model created above was subjected to a computa-
tional interface redesign procedure which models amino acid sidethe engineering of homing endonucleases into gene-
chains in an all-atom representation (all heavy atoms and polarspecific reagents is the generalizability of such efforts
hydrogens) onto a fixed polypeptide backbone template. Using thisas compared to similar efforts to create DNA binding
template with original I-DmoI and I-CreI side chains, all positionsproteins that utilize zinc finger domains (see Introduc-
making significant side chain-mediated interactions in the interface

tion). Those systems possess the obvious advantages were identified. For each of these positions, the program created
of: (1) being easily permutable (by altering the order and rotamers for 19 amino acid types (excluding cysteine)—on average

about 500 rotamers per sequence position. The rotamers were takenpresence of the highly modular, individual fingers) and
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from a backbone-dependent library (Dunbrack and Cohen, 1997) BSA) at 65�C (I-CreI digests), or in New England Biolabs Buffer 4
with additional rotamers added by rotations around the 1 and 2 containing 50 ug/ml BSA at 37�C (I-DmoI digests) or 65�C (E-DreI
angles by 5�–20� and extra rotamers for 3 and 4 angles (Dahiyat digests). 5� end-labeled primers and template DNA (a dre3 target site
and Mayo, 1997). All amino acid side chains not considered in the cloned into pBSIISK�), were used to generate both the sequencing
design procedure were left in their native conformations obtained ladders and the dsDNA substrates for E-DreI cleavage. Denatured
from the parent I-DmoI and I-CreI crystal structures, in particular, E-DreI-digested substrates (labeled as “X” in Figure 2C) were run
the active site residues D20 and D117 and residues in the active alongside their corresponding sequencing reactions to map cleav-
site vicinity (Q44, Q144, R148, and K195). Energies were computed age positions. Gels were imaged on a Storm Phosphorimager 840
for each rotamer with the constant part of the protein complex (the (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).
template backbone and all side chains not subjected to design),
and for all pairwise rotamer-rotamer combinations using the free Crystallization and Data Collection
energy function described below. Selection of the best amino acid in Crystals were grown at room temperature in hanging drops with 1
its best conformation was performed using a Monte Carlo-simulated �l reservoir solution (2.1–2.4 M (NH4)2SO4, 100 mM MES [pH 6.5],
annealing procedure as described previously (Kuhlman and Baker, 10 mM MgCl2), and 1 �l protein mixed with 0.1 �l solution containing
2000). As the Monte Carlo procedure is not guaranteed to find the blunt-ended DNA corresponding to the dre4 target site (15� molar
global free energy minimum, different independent Monte Carlo runs excess to protein; oligos used were 5�-CCAAACTGTCTCAAGT
were performed and yielded slightly different sequences with similar TCCGGCG-3� and 5�-CGCCGGAACTTGAGACAGTTTGG-3�). Crys-
energies. All combinations of the most frequently obtained amino tals (200 �m � 200 �m � 50 �m; space group P31, a 
 b 
 131.76 Å,
acids at each position were then exhaustively enumerated and c 
 120.91 Å) grew in 4–6 weeks at room temperature. They were
scored. The 16 top scoring sequences with the lowest interface free transferred up to reservoir solution containing 20% glycerol in 5%
energies were then chosen for further analysis. steps and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were re-

Our free energy function consisted of the attractive and repulsive corded to 2.4 Å resolution at the Advanced Light Source beamline
parts of a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential, an explicit hydrogen bond- 5.0.1 (305673 measured reflections, 91688 unique reflections, 99%
ing potential, an implicit solvation model (Lazaridis and Karplus, complete; Rmerge 
 8.1). Intensities were integrated and scaled using
1999), and statistical terms representing the backbone-dependent DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997).
internal free energies of amino acid rotamers as described pre-
viously (Kuhlman and Baker, 2000). The relative weights of the differ- Structure Determination and Refinement
ent contributions were determined as described elsewhere (Kor- The structure was solved via molecular replacement using EPMR
temme and Baker, 2002). (Kissinger and Gehlhaar, 1997) with an I-CreI subunit bound to its

The relative contribution of side chains to the interface free energy
DNA half-site as an initial search model. Four E-DreI/DNA complexes

was evaluated by computational alanine scanning as described
were found in each asymmetric unit, two of which lacked well-

elsewhere (Kortemme and Baker, 2002). In brief, each amino acid
defined density due to low occupancy and/or disorder; these were

in the interface was separately substituted in silico by alanine, and
modeled solely as polyalanine/DNA chains. The structure was mod-the effect of the replacement was computed both for the whole
eled in XtalView (McRee, 1999) and refined using CNS (Brunger etprotein (�Gdre) as well as the two domains separately (�Gcre_domain and
al., 1998) with 5% of the data set aside for crossvalidation. The

�Gdmo_domain), to yield the change in binding energy ��Gint (��Gint 

final refinement statistics were Rwork/Rfree 
 0.236/0.256; rmsd bond�Gdre � �Gcre_domain � �Gdmo_domain).
distance 
 0.005 Å; rmsd bond angles 1.07�. Per PROCHECK
(Laskowski et al., 1993), 91.6% of the backbone dihedral angles areIn Vivo lacZ-Based Solubility Assay
in the most favorable region of the Ramachandron plot; 8.4% areThe lacZ complementation-based in vivo solubility screen was es-
within the favorable region. Average B factors for protein, DNA,sentially as previously described (Wigley et al., 2001). E-DreI variants
Mg2�, and solvent in the two well-ordered complexes are 35.1 Å2,tagged at their C termini with lac� were overexpressed in E. coli
38.0 Å2, 26.4 Å2, and 48.6 Å2, respectively. Average B factors forcontaining lac�. Soluble constructs were able to complement lac�
protein and DNA in the disorderd polyalanine/DNA complexes areand form blue colonies in the presence of Xgal; insoluble constructs
100.3 Å2 and 134.7 Å2, respectively.failed to complement lac�, and colonies remained white. Twenty-

one different E-DreI constructs (8 from initial interface truncations
Acknowledgmentsand 12 from interface redesign) were assayed for blue colony forma-

tion after transformation into XL1-Blue E. coli cells (Stratagene) and
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